Race to Telling Time

Teacher Preparation:

1. Photocopy the Minute hand clock page on one color of construction paper (we are doing BLUE because that matches our curriculum!)
2. Photocopy the Hour hand clock page on another color of construction paper (we are doing RED)
3. Brad Fastner for each student
4. Paper Punch (or pencils)
5. Glue

Assembly Instructions:

1. Have students put their name on their clock first 😊
2. Students will cut out both clocks and the minute and hour hands.
3. Students then need to cut on each of the dotted lines of the hour hand clock page.
4. Paper punch out the dots on each of the hands.
5. Use a pencil to punch the hole in the middle of the clocks.
6. Attach the Hour Hand Clock Page on TOP of the Minute Hand Clock Page with the 12 on top of the 00.
7. Glue these two pages together so it doesn’t scoot around on them and teach them the wrong minutes!
8. Place the Minute hand next, then the hour hand on top of that.
9. Attach the brad fastner to all of this!
10. Voila...You have a CLOCK!!!